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This is the seond in the series of two papers examining the state-of-the-art of supervisory ontrolmethods for unertain linear systems. The previous paper [1℄ has addressed various aspets of theproblem of hoosing the family of andidate ontrollers. The fous of this paper is on swithingbetween suh ontrollers. The losed-loop systems arising in the supervisory ontrol framework arehybrid systems, as they ombine disrete dynamis assoiated with the swithing logi and ontinuousdynamis assoiated with the rest of the system. In what follows, we desribe two di�erent swithinglogis, and in eah ase analyze the behavior of the overall hybrid system. One of these swithinglogis is new, and enables us to overome tehnial diÆulties in those situations where the parameterspae is a ontinuum.The supervisory ontrol design proedure outlined above is \modular", in the sense that thepriniples governing the design of the swithing logi, of the multi-estimator, and of the andidateontrollers are essentially independent of eah other. The analysis of the overall system relies onbasi properties of its di�erent parts, but not on a partiular way in whih they are implemented.As a result, one gains the advantage of being able to use \o�-the-shelf" ontrol laws, rather thanhaving to design ontrol laws tailored to the spei�s of the swithing algorithm. Our goal thereforeis to make maximal use of relevant onepts from non-adaptive ontrol theory. While the lass ofsystems treated in this paper an also be handled by the ontrol algorithm desribed in [15, 16℄ whihuses a di�erent swithing logi, the swithing ontrol design and analysis tools presented here arepotentially appliable in a broader ontext; in fat, they have already been applied to ertain lassesof nonlinear systems in [6, 7, 10℄. In addition, the proofs are onsiderably simpli�ed ompared tothe ones given in earlier work.2 Problem formulationWe assume that the unertain proess P to be ontrolled admits the model of a SISO �nite-dimensional stabilizable and observable linear system with ontrol input u and measured outputy, perturbed by a bounded disturbane input d and a bounded output noise signal n. It is assumedknown that the transfer funtion of P from u to y belongs to a family of admissible proess modeltransfer funtions [p2P F(p)where p is a parameter taking values in some index set P. Here, for eah p, F(p) denotes a familyof transfer funtions \entered" around some known nominal proess model transfer funtion �p (f.below). Throughout the paper, we will take P to be a ompat subset of a �nite-dimensional normedlinear vetor spae.The problem of interest is to design a feedbak ontroller that ahieves output regulation, i.e.,drives the output y of P to zero, whenever the noise and disturbane signals are zero. Moreover,all system signals must remain (uniformly) bounded in response to arbitrary bounded noise anddisturbane inputs. Everything that follows an be readily extended to the more general problem ofset-point ontrol (i.e., traking an arbitrary onstant referene r) with the help of adding an integratorin the feedbak loop, as in [15, 16℄. Suh a modi�ation would not introdue any signi�ant hangesas far as the prinipal developments of this paper are onerned. Control algorithms of the typedesribed here an also be applied to the problem of disturbane suppression [4℄.The set P an be thought of as representing the range of parametri unertainty, while foreah �xed p 2 P the subfamily F(p) aounts for unmodeled dynamis. There are several ways of2



speifying allowable unmodeled dynamis around the nominal proess model transfer funtions �p.For example, take two arbitrary numbers Æ > 0 and �u � 0. Then we an de�neF(p) := f�p(1 + Æmp ) + Æap : kÆmp k1;�u � Æ; kÆapk1;�u � Æg; p 2 P (1)where k�k1;�u denotes the e�ut-weighted H1 norm of a transfer funtion: k�k1;�u = sup!2R j�(j!��u)j. This yields the lass of admissible proess models treated in [15, 16℄. Alternatively, one ande�ne F(p) to be the ball of radius Æ around �p with respet to the Vinniombe metri [20℄. Anotherpossible de�nition isF(p) := n np + Ænpmp + Æmp : kÆnp k1;�u � Æ; kÆmp k1;�u � Æo; p 2 P (2)where �p = np=mp is the normalized oprime fatorization of �p (see, e.g., [22℄). This is more generalthan (1) in that it allows for unertainty about the pole loations of the nominal proess modeltransfer funtions. In the sequel, allowable unmodeled dynamis are assumed to be spei�ed ineither one of the aforementioned ways; we will refer to the positive parameter Æ as the unmodeleddynamis bound.Modeling unertainty of the kind desribed above may be assoiated with unpreditable hangesin operating environment, omponent failure, or various external inuenes. Typially, no singleontroller is apable of solving the regulation problem for the entire family of admissible proessmodels. Therefore, one needs to develop a ontroller whose dynamis an hange on the basis ofavailable real-time data. Within the framework of supervisory ontrol disussed here, this task isarried out by a \high-level" ontroller, alled a supervisor, whose purpose is to orhestrate theswithing among a parameterized family of andidate ontrollersfC q : q 2 Qg (3)where Q is an index set. We require this ontroller family to be suÆiently rih so that everyadmissible proess model an be stabilized by plaing in the feedbak loop the ontroller C q for someindex q 2 Q.In this paper, we will fous exlusively on the ase when Q = P (although in some situations itmay be useful to hoose Q di�erent from P; see [14℄). For eah p 2 P, we take for C p a ontrollerthat stabilizes all the proess models in F(p); suh ontrollers should exist if unmodeled dynamisare suÆiently small. However, P is typially a ontinuum, and while it is possible to swith amonga ontinuum of ontrollers [15, 16℄, it is often easier to work with a �nite ontroller family. There arevarious reasons for onsidering this alternative, having to do with tratability of implementation andanalysis. For example, parameters may enter in ompliated ways, making estimation over a ontin-uum intratable; the step of atually onstruting a ontinuum of high-performane ontrollers fora ontinuum of proess models is hallenging and ertainly onstraining, espeially if the ontrollersare to be designed using linear quadrati or H1 tehniques. For linear MIMO or nonlinear systemsthese issues beome even more severe.Therefore, one may want to hoose a di�erent parameter spae whih is �nite, and absorb theremaining parameter values into unmodeled dynamis. In arrying out suh a program, one isfaed with the problem of onstruting a �nite family of ontrollers having the property that everyadmissible proess model is stabilized by at least one of these ontrollers. This problem has a solutionif unmodeled dynamis are suÆiently small and if the topologies on the parameter spae and onthe spae of transfer funtions de�ning unmodeled dynamis are \ompatible", in the sense that �p3



is ontained in F(�p) whenever p and �p are suÆiently lose in P (see [1, Theorem 5.1℄). The lastassumption is always satis�ed when unmodeled dynamis are de�ned via oprime fatorizations orthe Vinniombe metri as outlined earlier, provided that �p depends ontinuously on p. The earlierwork of Pait [17, 18℄ is also relevant in this regard.The reader is thus referred to [1℄ for issues regarding the onstrution of ontroller familieslike (3), espeially �nite ones. In the sequel we will assume that a family of ontrollers is given,and disuss various ways of arrying out logi-based swithing among these ontrollers to solve theoutput regulation problem for the unknown proess P.3 Estimator-based supervisorThe supervisor onsists of three subsystems (see Figure 1):multi-estimator E { a dynamial system whose inputs are the output y and the input u of the proessP and whose outputs are the signals yp, p 2 P. Eah yp would onverge to y asymptotiallyif the transfer funtion of P were equal to the nominal proess model transfer funtion �p andthere were no noise or disturbanes.monitoring signal generator M { a dynamial system whose inputs are the estimation errorsep := yp � y; p 2 P (4)and whose outputs �p, p 2 P are suitably de�ned integral norms of the estimation errors, alledmonitoring signals.swithing logi S { a swithed system whose inputs are the monitoring signals �p, p 2 P and whoseoutput is a swithing signal �, taking values in P, whih is used to de�ne the ontrol law u.
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The auxiliary input w to P aounts for the noise, disturbane, and possibly an external referenesignal. We now briey reall from [15℄ the key state-spae equations for the di�erent subsystemsappearing in Figure 1. As p ranges over P, let_xC = ApxC + bpyu = kpxC + rpybe realizations of the transfer funtions of the andidate ontrollers from (3), all sharing the samestate xC . We then de�ne the multi-ontroller C to be the system_xC = A�xC + b�yu = k�xC + r�ySuh a multi-ontroller an be obtained using standard results from realization theory.We assume that the multi-estimator is also realized in a state-shared fashion, as given by_xE = AExE + bEy + dEuyp = pxE ; p 2 Pwith AE a stable matrix. This type of struture is quite ommon in adaptive ontrol. Note thateven if P is an in�nite set, the above dynamial system is �nite-dimensional. In this ase it formallyhas an in�nite number of outputs; however, these outputs will only be needed in the minimizationproedure used by the swithing logi. Thus, if the assoiated minimization problem is tratable,then so is the implementation of the overall supervisory ontrol algorithm.Denoting by x the omposite state (x0E ; x0C )0 of the multi-estimator and the multi-ontroller, andusing (4), we arrive at a system of the form_x = A�x+ d�e�y = (p� 0)x � ep�u = f�x+ g�ep� (5)Here Ap, p 2 P are stable matries all of whose eigenvalues have real parts smaller than ��0 forsome �0 > 0, and p� is an (unknown) element of P suh that the transfer funtion of P belongs toF(p�), i.e., a \true" parameter value. In addition, the funtions p 7! Ap, p 7! p, p 7! dp, p 7! fp,and p 7! gp are assumed to be ontinuous1 on P. See Setions IV and V of [15℄ for details on thisonstrution.We will demand that the following ondition hold: there exist a positive number �, positiveonstants Æ1; Æ2 that only depend on the unmodeled dynamis bound Æ and go to zero as Æ goes tozero, positive onstants B1; B2 that only depend on the noise and disturbane bounds and go tozero as these bounds go to zero, and positive onstants C1; C2 that only depend on the system'sparameters and on initial onditions, suh that along all solutions of the losed-loop system we haveZ t0 e2�� e2p�(�)d� � B1e2�t + C1 + Æ1 Z t0 e2��u2(�)d� (6)1The ontinuity assumption is made here for simpliity, and an be relaxed in most of what follows. It is of oursevauous if P is a �nite set. 5



and jep�(t)j � B2 + C2e��t + Æ2e��tsZ t0 e2��u2(�)d� (7)The above inequalities represent the basi requirements being plaed on the multi-ontroller and themulti-estimator, upon whih the subsequent analysis depends. Intuitively, they mean that yp� is a\good" approximation of y, and provide an expliit haraterization of the error ep� = yp� � y in thepresene of noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dynamis. In the ase when unmodeled dynamisare de�ned via the formula (1), it was shown in [15, 16℄ how one an onstrut a supervisory ontrolsystem satisfying these requirements for eah � 2 (0;minf�u; �0g); the desired inequalities wereimmediate onsequenes of the equation (28) in [15℄. A system with suh properties an also bedesigned in a similar way for the ase when unmodeled dynamis are de�ned via the formula (2) interms of oprime fators (f. [9℄).The onstant � from (6) and (7) will play the role of a \weighting" design parameter in thede�nition of the monitoring signals; we assume, with no loss of generality, that � < �0. Fix anarbitrary onstant �� � 0 (its role will beome lear in Setion 5.2). We generate the monitoringsignals �p, p 2 P by the equations_W = �2�W +�xEy ��xEy �0 ; W (0) � 0�p := �p �1�W �p �1�0 + ��; p 2 P (8)where W (t) is a symmetri nonnegative-de�nite k � k matrix, k := dim(xE ) + 1. Sine pxE � y =ep 8p 2 P, this yields�p(t) = e�2�t~�p(0) + Z t0 e�2�(t��)e2p(�)d� + ��; p 2 P (9)where ~�p(0) := �p �1�W (0) �p �1�0. The underlying deision-making strategy employed by thesupervisor basially onsists in seleting for �, from time to time, the andidate ontroller index qwhose orresponding monitoring signal �q is the smallest. The origin of this idea is the onept ofertainty equivalene from parameter adaptive ontrol. A preise desription of a swithing logithat implements this approah is given next.4 Sale-independent hysteresis swithing logiSo far we have losely followed the set-up of [15, 16℄. However, the swithing logi that we will onsiderhere is di�erent from the one employed there. Namely, we will work with the sale-independenthysteresis swithing logi [5, 11℄, whose funtioning is as follows (see Figure 2). Assumed given areontinuous monitoring signals �p, p 2 P (to de�ne the swithing logi, we do not need to require thatthey be de�ned by the above formulas, although this is the ase to whih we will speialize later).Let us pik a number h > 0 alled the hysteresis onstant. First, we set �(0) = argminp2Pf�p(0)g.Suppose that at a ertain time ti the value of � has just swithed to some q 2 P. We then keep� �xed until a time ti+1 > ti suh that (1 + h)minp2Pf�p(ti+1)g � �q(ti+1), at whih point we set�(ti+1) = argminp2Pf�p(ti+1)g. When the indiated argmin is not unique, a partiular value for� among those that ahieve the minimum an be hosen arbitrarily. We refer the reader to [15℄6
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Figure 2: Sale-independent hysteresis swithing logifor a disussion of tratability issues regarding the minimization proedure (espeially when P is aontinuum).Repeating the above steps, we generate a pieewise onstant signal � whih is ontinuous fromthe right everywhere. The overall supervisory ontrol system is a hybrid system, � being its disretestate. If all �p, p 2 P are bounded below by some positive number, then in�nitely fast swithing(hattering) is avoided. In fat, there must be an interval [0; Tmax) of maximal length on whih �exists, and there an only be a �nite number of swithes on eah proper subinterval of [0; Tmax); see[5, 11℄ for details. In all the ases treated below, it will be lear that Tmax = 1. Hybrid systemshaving the above property are known as non-Zeno.One an easily see from the de�nition of the above swithing logi that replaing the signals �p,p 2 P by their saled versions ��p(t) := �(t)�p(t); p 2 Pwhere � is some positive funtion of time, would have no e�et on �; this is where the term \sale-independent" omes from. In the sequel, we assume that it is possible to hoose � in suh a waythat the saled signals ��p, p 2 P are stritly positive and monotone inreasing (we will see later thatthe monitoring signals de�ned in the previous setion satisfy this assumption). For analysis purposeswe will always use the signals ��p, p 2 P that have this property, while the atual monitoring signalsbeing implemented and used for the swithing logi are the original ones �p, p 2 P.The analysis of Setion 5 is restrited to the ase when P is a �nite set. In most situations ofinterest, the parameter spae P is a ontinuum. However, it is often possible to work with a di�erentparameter spae whih is �nite, using the results of [1℄ (see Setion 2). The impliations of thisapproah, as well as some alternatives, will be disussed later. One reason for requiring P to be�nite is to be able to use the result from [8℄ stated next. Given arbitrary numbers t > t0 � 0, wewill denote by N�(t; t0) the number of disontinuities of � on the interval (t0; t) or, more preisely,on the interval (t0;minft; Tmaxg) if the �niteness of Tmax annot be ruled out a priori.Lemma 1 [8℄ Let P = f1; 2; : : : ;mg with m a positive integer. For arbitrary t > t0 � 0 we haveN�(t; t0) � 1 +m+ mlog(1 + h) log � ��p�(t)minp2P ��p(t0)� (10)
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and N�(t;t0)Xk=0 ����(tk)(tk+1)� ���(tk)(tk)� � m�(1 + h)��p�(t)�minp2P ��p(t0)� (11)where t1 < t2 < � � � < tN�(t;t0) are the disontinuities of � and tN�(t;t0)+1 := t.This lemma expresses a general property of the swithing logi, whih does not depend on thestruture of the system or on a partiular de�nition of the monitoring signals. Let us now restritour attention to the ase when the monitoring signals are obtained from the equations (8). Setting�(t) := e2�t, we see from the formula (9) that the saled signals ��p, p 2 P are indeed monotoneinreasing, beause they satisfy��p(t) = ~�p(0) + Z t0 e2�� e2p(�)d� + ��e2�t; p 2 P (12)Moreover, it is easy to ensure that �p(0) > 0 8p 2 P, either by setting �� > 0 or by requiring W (0)to be positive de�nite. Therefore, we an apply Lemma 1 and onlude that the inequalities (10)and (11) are valid. Sine in this ase the signals ��p, p 2 P are di�erentiable, the left-hand side of theinequality (11) equals the integral R tt0 _���(�)(�)d� , whih is to be interpreted as the sum of integralsover intervals on whih � is onstant. From (12) we have the following formula:_��p(t) = e2�te2p(t) + 2���e2�t; p 2 P (13)5 Analysis: �nite PTake P = f1; 2; : : : ;mg as in the previous setion. We now proeed to the analysis of the supervisoryontrol system de�ned by (5), (8), and the swithing logi desribed above. We will sometimes appealto the state of the unertain proess P, whih we denote by xP.5.1 No noise, disturbanes, or unmodeled dynamisWe begin by onsidering the simple situation where there are no unmodeled dynamis (Æ = 0),i.e., the proess P exatly mathes one of the m nominal proess models, and where the noise anddisturbane signals are zero (n = d � 0). In this ase, the onstants B1; B2; Æ1; Æ2 in (6) and (7)are all zero. Let us take �� in the de�nition of the monitoring signals to be zero as well (W (0)must then be taken positive de�nite; see Setion 4). The inequality (6) gives R t0 e2�� e2p�(�)d� � C1,whih together with (12) implies that ��p� is bounded. It follows from (10) that N�(t; t0) is �nitefor arbitrary t > t0 � 0. This means that the swithing stops in �nite time at some index q� 2 P,i.e., there exists a time T � suh that �(t) = q� for t � T �. Sine ��p� is bounded, we onlude fromthe de�nition of the swithing logi that ��q� is also bounded. In view of (12), we have in partiulareq� 2 L2. Now it is not hard to see from (5) that, sine Aq� is a stable matrix and ep� ! 0 by virtueof (7), we have y ! 0. Therefore, the output regulation problem is solved. In light of (5), (8), anddetetability of P, all the other signals remain bounded for all t � 0 (in fat, here we have xP ! 0,but this would no longer be true in the ase of set-point ontrol where y ! r 6= 0). We summarizethis as follows. 8



Proposition 2 Suppose that the noise and disturbane signals are zero and there are no unmodeleddynamis, and set �� = 0. Then all the signals in the supervisory ontrol system remain bounded forevery set of initial onditions suh that W (0) > 0. Moreover, the swithing stops in �nite time, andwe have y(t)! 0 as t!1.Remark. Sine the evolution of xP and x for t � T � is desribed by a linear time-invariant system,the rate of onvergene in the above statement is atually exponential.5.2 Noise and disturbanes, no unmodeled dynamisWe now assume that bounded noise n and disturbane d are present, but there are no unmodeleddynamis. In this ase the swithing typially will not stop in �nite time. In analyzing the supervisoryontrol system under persistent swithing, the following onept proves useful. Following [12℄, wesay that a swithing signal � has an average dwell time �AD > 0 if there exists a nonnegative numberN0 suh that the number of disontinuities of � on an arbitrary interval (t0; t) satis�esN�(t; t0) � N0 + t� t0�AD :It was shown in [12℄ that if fBp : p 2 Pg is a ompat set of stable n�n matries, then the swithedlinear system _z = B�z, z 2 Rn is uniformly exponentially stable for all swithing signals � with asuÆiently large average dwell time. Moreover, by hoosing a large enough �AD, the stability marginof this swithed system an be made arbitrarily lose to the smallest stability margin of the individualsubsystems. This result will be ruial in the analysis given below.Under the present assumptions, the inequalities (6) and (7) hold with some unknown but �niteonstants B1; B2. The parameters Æ1 and Æ2 are still zero, and C1 and C2 are positive onstants asbefore. We take �� to be a positive number. From (6) and (12) we have��p�(t) � ~�p�(0) +B1e2�t + C1 + ��e2�t (14)The formula (10) then yieldsN�(t; t0) � 1 +m+ mlog(1 + h) log � ~�p�(0) +B1e2�t + C1 + ��e2�t��e2�t0 � � N0 + t� t0�ADwhere �AD = log(1 + h)2�m and N0 = 1 +m+ mlog(1 + h) log� ~�p�(0) +B1 + C1 + ���� �The number �AD is the average dwell time of �. It follows from the main result of [12℄ that if �ADis large enough, then the swithed linear system _x = A�x is uniformly exponentially stable, withstability margin �. This implies that the swithed system given by the �rst equation in (5) has a�nite e�t-weighted L2-to-L1 indued norm, whih means that for some positive onstants g; g0 andfor all t � 0 we have e2�tjx(t)j2 � g Z t0 e2�� e2�(�)(�)d� + g0jx(0)j2 (15)9



We an guarantee that �AD is large enough by inreasing the hysteresis onstant h and/or dereasingthe weighting onstant � if neessary. The desired lower bound for �AD an be alulated expliitlyfrom the proof of the main result in [12℄. In the sequel, we assume that h and � have been hosen insuh a way that (15) holds.Using (11), (13), and (14), we obtainZ t0 e2�� e2�(�)(�)d� � m�(1 + h)(~�p�(0) +B1e2�t + C1 + ��e2�t)� ��e2�t0�Together with (15) this implies thatjx(t)j2 � �gm(1 + h)(~�p�(0) + C1) + g0jx(0)j2�e�2�t + gm(1 + h)(B1 + ��)Two onlusions an be drawn from the last formula. First, x is bounded, and as in the previoussubsetion we an easily dedue from (5), (7), (8), and detetability of P that all system signalsremain bounded. Note that the hoie of the design parameters �, h and �� did not depend on thenoise or disturbane bounds, in other words, expliit knowledge of these bounds is not neessary (weare merely requiring that suh bounds exist). Seond, if n and d equal or onverge to zero, then xwill approah a neighborhood of the origin whose size is proportional to g��. A lose examination ofthe last quantity (arried out in the appendix for the more general situation of nonzero unmodeleddynamis) reveals that it dereases to 0 as �� goes to 0, whih means that we an make this neigh-borhood as small as desired by hoosing �� suÆiently small. Moreover, ep� will onverge to zerobeause of (7), hene y will also beome arbitrarily small in view of (5). We arrive at the followingresult.Proposition 3 Suppose that the noise and disturbane signals are bounded and there are no unmod-eled dynamis. Then for an arbitrary �� > 0 all the signals in the supervisory ontrol system remainbounded for every set of initial onditions. Moreover, for every number �y > 0 there is a value of�� leading to the property that if the noise and disturbane signals onverge to zero, then for eahsolution there is a time �T suh that jy(t)j � �y for all t � �T .Remark. We annot simply let �� = 0, as this would invalidate the above analysis even ifW (0) > 0.However, by dereasing �� on-line (e.g., in a pieewise onstant fashion), it is possible to reoverasymptoti onvergene of y to zero under the (not very realisti) assumption that the noise anddisturbane signals onverge to zero.5.3 Noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dynamisIf unmodeled dynamis are present, i.e., if the parameter Æ is positive, then Æ1 and Æ2 in (6) and(7) are also positive. In this ase, the analysis beomes more ompliated, beause we an nolonger dedue from (6) that the swithed system must possess an average dwell time. However, it ispossible to prove that the above ontrol algorithm, without any modi�ation, is robust with respetto unmodeled dynamis in the following, \semi-global", sense.Theorem 4 For arbitrary bounds on the noise and disturbane signals, the supervisory ontrol sys-tem has the following properties: 10



1. For every positive value of �� and every number E > 0 there exists a number �Æ > 0 suh that ifthe unmodeled dynamis bound Æ is smaller than �Æ, then all signals remain bounded for everyset of initial onditions suh that jxP(0)j; jx(0)j � E.2. For arbitrary positive numbers E and �y there exist a value of �� and a number �Æ > 0 suhthat if the noise and disturbane signals onverge to zero and the unmodeled dynamis boundÆ is smaller than �Æ, then for eah solution with jxP(0)j; jx(0)j � E there is a time �T suh thatjy(t)j � �y for all t � �T .Theorem 4 is proved in the appendix in a onstrutive manner, via a small-gain argument. ThediÆulty in obtaining a global result an be seen from the proof; it stems from the fat that thegains g and g0 in (15) depend on the initial onditions (through the hatter bound N0). This is theprie that one pays for allowing the swithing to be slow only on the average.There is an alternative approah whih enables one to obtain the same result; it involves modifyingthe algorithm by introduing normalized estimation errors, allowing for a somewhat simpler analysis.Namely, one an de�ne the monitoring signals by using, instead of (8), the equations_W = �2�W +�xEy ��xEy �0 ; W (0) � 0_� = �2�� + u2; �(0) � 0�p := 11 + � �p �1�W �p �1�0 + ��; p 2 PThis amounts to replaing the estimation errors ep, p 2 P by their normalized versions �ep :=ep=(1 + �), p 2 P. The formula (7) an be used to dedue that �ep� is bounded, whih immediatelyleads to the existene of an average dwell time as in the previous subsetion. To �nish the analysis,one still needs to apply a small-gain argument.In [15, 16℄ a di�erent swithing logi was used, whih ensures the existene of a dwell time(rather than just an average dwell time) and enables one to prove global stability in the presene ofsuÆiently small unmodeled dynamis. However, suh an approah has its own disadvantages. First,the stability and robustness proofs beome more ompliated. Perhaps even more importantly, dwelltime swithing is not suitable for ontrol of nonlinear systems beause of the possibility of �niteesape times, whereas the sale-independent hysteresis swithing logi has already been suessfullyapplied to various lasses of nonlinear systems [6, 7, 10℄.6 Loal priority hysteresis swithing logiThe analysis given in the previous setion relied on the assumption that the ontroller family is �nite.As disussed in [1℄, even if the range of parametri unertainty is originally desribed by a ontinuum,in many ases of interest one an onstrut a �nite family of stabilizing ontrollers that possess thedesired robustness with respet to unmodeled dynamis. However, we annot guarantee (at leastwith urrently available analysis tools) that the swithing algorithm proposed here preserves therobustness margins assoiated with the individual ontrollers. The reason for this an be explainedas follows. To establish robustness with respet to unmodeled dynamis, one invariably uses a small-gain argument. However, in the inequality (11), whih in the present ase basially haraterizes thee�t-weighted indued L2-gain from ep� to e�, the number m of ontrollers appears on the right-hand11



side. This implies that if the range of parametri unertainty is large, whih auses m to be large,then the amount of unmodeled dynamis that the swithing ontroller an tolerate beomes small,and might not be suÆient to over the entire family of admissible proess models. It is not hardto see that this problem annot be overome by simply inreasing the number of ontrollers beingswithed.The above remarks suggest that when the unknown parameters take values in an in�nite set, onemay sometimes be fored to swith among an in�nite family of ontrollers (as opposed to reduing theproblem to that of swithing among a �nite number of ontrollers by means of a reparameterization).This is atually the ase even in the absene of noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dynamis. IfP is in�nite, Lemma 1 is no longer valid, and the analysis given earlier breaks down (in fat, thereexist examples in whih the swithing does not stop even though ��p� is bounded). In what follows,we propose a new way of dealing with this problem, by means of modifying the swithing logi. Thisenables us to demonstrate how the behavior of a hysteresis-based supervisory ontrol system an beanalyzed without relying on P being a �nite set. There are atually several ways to ahieve this goal,of whih the one presented below is probably the simplest (see [13℄ for an alternative approah).We now proeed to the desription of the loal priority hysteresis swithing logi. The newswithing logi is sale-independent (see Setion 4). Its inputs are ontinuous monitoring signals �p,p 2 P. One also needs to speify a positive hysteresis onstant h and another positive onstant .A proper hoie of  in the supervisory ontrol ontext is disussed in the next setion. For eahq 2 P, we de�ne the set D(q) := fp 2 P : jq � pj � gwhere j � j stands for the norm in the ambient spae of P.First, we set �(0) = argminp2Pf�p(0)g. Suppose that at a ertain time ti the value of � hasjust swithed to some q 2 P. We then keep � �xed until a time ti+1 > ti suh that the followinginequality is satis�ed: (1 + h)minp2Pf�p(ti+1)g � minp2D(q)f�p(ti+1)gat whih point we set �(ti+1) = argminp2Pf�p(ti+1)g. As with the regular sale-independent hys-teresis swithing, if the argmin is not unique, a partiular andidate for the value of � is hosenarbitrarily. The understanding here is that minimization over D(q) is omputationally tratable if is small.Repeating the above steps, we generate a pieewise onstant signal � whih is ontinuous fromthe right everywhere. By the same argument as in [5, 11℄, one an show that hattering is avoided ifall �p, p 2 P are bounded below by some positive number. In fat, there exists a maximal interval[0; Tmax) on whih � is de�ned, and there an only be a �nite number of swithes on eah propersubinterval of [0; Tmax). As before, in all the ases treated below we will have Tmax =1.We begin to explore the properties of this new swithing logi by proving the following result. Weassume again that for some positive funtion of time � the saled signals ��p(t) := �(t)�p(t), p 2 Pare stritly positive and monotone inreasing. We also assume that �p(t) depends ontinuously on pfor every �xed t 2 [0; Tmax).Lemma 5 Suppose that ��p� is bounded on [0; Tmax) for some p� 2 P. Then the swithing stops in�nite time, i.e., there exists a time T � 2 [0; Tmax) suh that �(t) = �(T �) for all t 2 [T �; Tmax).Moreover, ���q is bounded on [0; Tmax) for some �q 2 D(�(T �)).12



Proof. Let K = minp2Pflimt!Tmax ��p(t)g. The hypotheses of the lemma imply that K is wellde�ned and �nite. Take an arbitrary �xed � 2 (0; h). We laim that there exists a time T� < Tmaxsuh that ��p(T�) � K=(1 + �) for all p 2 P. Indeed, otherwise there would be a sequene fpng in Pand a sequene of times ftng inreasing to Tmax, with the property that ��pn(tn) < K=(1+�). Sine Pis ompat, fpng would ontain an aumulation point �p for whih we would have ���p(t) � K=(1 + �)for all t < Tmax, ontrary to the de�nition of K (here we are using the fat that ��p, p 2 P aremonotone inreasing).The sequene of values of � ontains a subsequene fqng whih onverges to some q 2 P. Pik atime T � � T� suh that j�(T �)�qj < . Then q is an interior point of D(�(T �)) relative to P. Usingthe de�nition of the swithing logi, it is straightforward to verify that if at least one more swithours at some �t � T �, then we must have ��p(�t) � K(1 + h)=(1 + �) > K for all p 2 D(�(T �)). Butthis would imply that the values of � never re-enter D(�(T �)) after the time �t, and we arrive at aontradition. Therefore, �(t) = �(T �) for all t 2 [T �; Tmax).Let us prove that ���q(t) < K(1 + h) for some �q 2 D(�(T �)) and for all t < Tmax. Suppose theontrary: that for every p 2 D(�(T �)) there is a time Tp < Tmax suh that ��p(Tp) � K(1+h). SineD(�(T �)) is ompat, the same argument as before shows that this would imply the existene of atime �T < Tmax suh that ��p( �T ) � K(1 + h) for all p 2 D(�(T �)). But this would fore � to swithaway from, and never re-enter, the set D(�(T �)), whih ontradits the assertion proved earlier.7 Analysis: in�nite PConsider again the system (5). Here we assume the index set P to be in�nite (typially a ontinuum),although all that follows is also valid when P is �nite. Suppose that the monitoring signals are de�nedvia the equations (8), and that the swithing signal � is generated by the loal priority hysteresisswithing logi desribed in the previous setion. We take the design parameter  for the swithinglogi to be small enough so that for every pair of indies p1; p2 2 P satisfying jp1�p2j �  the matrixAp1;p2 := Ap1 + dp1(p1�p2 0) (16)is stable. It is not hard to hek that in view of stability of Ap for eah p 2 P, ompatness of P,and ontinuity of p with respet to p, suh a onstant  > 0 is guaranteed to exist.We restrit our disussion to the ase when the noise and disturbane signals are zero (n = d � 0)and there are no unmodeled dynamis (Æ = 0). Then the equations (6) and (7) hold with B1; B2; Æ1; Æ2equal to zero. Let us take �� in the de�nition of the monitoring signals to be zero as well (the matrixW (0) must then be positive de�nite; see Setion 4). From (6), (12), and ontinuity of p withrespet to p, we see that the saled monitoring signals given by ��p(t) = e2�t�p(t), p 2 P satisfy thehypotheses of Lemma 5. Therefore, the swithing stops in �nite time at some index q� 2 P, i.e.,there exists a time T � suh that �(t) = q� for t � T �. Moreover, by the same lemma, ���q is boundedfor some �q 2 P satisfying jq� � �qj � . In view of (12), we see that e�q 2 L2.The �rst equation in (5) and the formula (16) imply that the evolution of x for t � T � is givenby _x = Aq�x+ dq�eq� = Aq�; �qx+ dq�e�q:The matrix Aq�; �q is stable, hene x onverges to 0. Furthermore, sine ep� ! 0 by virtue of (7), theoutput y = (p� 0)x� ep� of the proess P also onverges to 0. In light of (5), (8), and detetabilityof P, all the other system signals remain bounded for all t � 0 (i.e., Tmax =1). We have thus provedthe following ounterpart of Proposition 2. 13



Proposition 6 Suppose that the noise and disturbane signals are zero and there are no unmodeleddynamis, and set �� = 0. Then all the signals in the supervisory ontrol system remain bounded forevery set of initial onditions suh that W (0) > 0. Moreover, the swithing stops in �nite time, andwe have y(t)! 0 as t!1.Remark. As in Proposition 2, sine the system desribing the evolution of xP and x for t � T � islinear time-invariant, the rate at whih y onverges to zero must be exponential.In the reent paper [13℄, we desribe another swithing logi for dealing with in�nite parametersets, whih allows a suessful treatment of noise, disturbanes, and unmodeled dynamis.8 Conluding remarksOur goal has been to disuss reent progress in design and analysis of hysteresis-based supervisoryontrol algorithms for unertain linear systems. Although the results that we have obtained analso be ahieved by using the methods desribed in [15, 16℄, the proofs given here are onsiderablysimpler. Another important advantage of the present approah is that it is more suitable for ontrolof nonlinear systems (as explained at the end of Setion 5). In fat, we have already applied thesemethods to ertain lasses of nonlinear systems in the absene of noise, disturbanes, and unmodeleddynamis (see [6, 7, 10℄). In addressing the issue of robustness in the nonlinear ase, the workon nonlinear extensions of the Vinniombe metri [2, 21℄ and on stable fatorizations of nonlinearsystems [19, Chapter 5℄ may prove to be relevant. The Vinniombe metri may also be useful fordesigning \safe" multiple model adaptive ontrol algorithms, apable of guaranteeing that one neverswithes to a ontroller whose feedbak onnetion with the proess is unstable (f. [3℄). The newswithing logi desribed in Setion 6 is of interest in its own right, and its properties and impliationsare to be investigated further.A Proof of Theorem 4From (5) and (6) one obtainsZ t0 e2��e2p�(�)d� � B1e2�t +D1j�x(0)j2 + Æ1F Z t0 e2�� jx(�)j2d� + Æ1G Z t0 e2��e2p�(�)d�where �x denotes the omposite state (x0P; x0)0 of the proess, the multi-estimator, and the multi-ontroller, D1is a positive onstant, F := 2maxp2P jfpj2, and G := 2maxp2P jgpj2. Suppose that Æ1 is small enough so thatÆ1G < 1 (17)Then we an write Z t0 e2��e2p�(�)d� � �B1e2�t + �D1j�x(0)j2 + Æ1 �F Z t0 e2�� jx(�)j2d� (18)where �B1 := B11� Æ1G , �D1 := D11� Æ1G , and �F := F1� Æ1G .Let W (0) = 0 for simpliity. The formula (12) gives��p�(t) � ��e2�t + �B1e2�t + �D1j�x(0)j2 + Æ1 �F Z t0 e2�� jx(�)j2d� (19)14



For an arbitrary pair of positive numbers C;C0 with C � 1, we an de�ne the time T = T (C;C0) := supft �0 : jx(t)j2 � Cj�x(0)j2 + C0��g � 1. For all t � T we haveZ t0 e2�� jx(�)j2d� � Cj�x(0)j2 + C0��2� e2�t (20)hene ��p�(t) � ��
e2�t (21)where 
 := 1 + �B1�� + �D1j�x(0)j2�� + Æ1 �F Cj�x(0)j2 + C0��2���The inequality (10) now implies that for T � t > t0 � 0 we haveN�(t; t0) � 1 +m+ mlog(1 + h) log
 + 2�mlog(1 + h) (t� t0)Thus on the interval [0; T ℄ we have the average dwell time �AD = log(1 + h)2�m . We know from the results of [12℄that if h is large enough and � is small enough, then the swithed system given by the �rst equation in (5) hasa �nite e�t-weighted L2-to-L1 indued norm on this interval, as expressed by the inequality (15). Moreover,the gains g and g0 satisfy the bounds g � D3
1�r and g0 � D4
1�r for some r 2 (0; 1) and some positiveonstants D3; D4 that are independent of C and C0.From (11) and (21) it also follows thatZ t0 e2��e2�(�)(�)d� � m(1 + h)��
e2�tCombined with (15), this implies that for all t � T we havejx(t)j2 � gm(1 + h)��
+ g0jx(0)j2e�2�t � m(1 + h)D3��
2 +D4j�x(0)j2
= D5D26�� + D5Æ21 �F 2C20 ��4�2 + D5D6Æ1 �FC0��� + D5 �D21 + �D1D4�� j�x(0)j4+ D5Æ21 �F 2C24�2�� j�x(0)j4 + (2D5 �D1 +D4)D6j�x(0)j2 + D5D6Æ1 �FC� j�x(0)j2+ (2D5 �D1 +D4)Æ1 �FC2��� j�x(0)j4 + (2D5 �D1 +D4)Æ1 �FC02� j�x(0)j2 + D5Æ21 �F 2CC02�2 j�x(0)j2where D5 := m(1 + h)D3 and D6 := 1 + �B1=��.Suppose that j�x(0)j � E, where E is given. We an hoose C0 large enough so that the inequalityD5D26 < C03holds, then hoose C large enough so that the inequalitiesD5 �D21 + �D1D4�� E2 < C7 and (2D5 �D1 +D4)D6 < C7hold, and �nally hoose Æ1 small enough so that the inequalitiesD5Æ21 �F 2C4�2�� E2 < 17 ; D5D6Æ1 �F� < 17 ; (2D5 �D1 +D4)Æ1 �F2��� E2 < 17 ;(2D5 �D1 +D4)Æ1 �FC02� < C7 ; D5Æ21 �F 2C02�2 < 17 (22)15



hold. Using the above alulations, it is straightforward to hek that this implies jx(t)j2 < Cj�x(0)j2 + C0��for all t � T (C;C0), thus for these values of C and C0 we atually have T =1. It now follows from (5), (7),(8), (18), (20), and detetability of P that the solutions remain bounded, whih proves the �rst statement ofthe theorem.Let us use (11) and (19) again, ombined with the fat that the swithed system has a �nite e�t-weightedL2-to-L2 indued norm: Z t0 e2�� jx(�)j2d� � �g Z t0 e2��e2�(�)(�)d� + �g0jx(0)j2where the gains �g and �g0 are of the same type as g and g0 above. We obtainZ t0 e2��e2�(�)(�)d� � m(1 + h)h(�� + �B1)e2�t + �D1j�x(0)j2 + Æ1 �F Z t0 e2�� jx(�)j2d�i� m(1 + h)h(�� + �B1)e2�t + � �D1 + Æ1 �F �g0�j�x(0)j2 + Æ1 �F �g Z t0 e2��e2�(�)(�)d�iChoose Æ1 to satisfy the inequalities (17) and (22), and then derease it if neessary so as to havem(1+h)Æ1 �F �g <1. This implies Z t0 e2��e2�(�)(�)d� � D7 +D8(�� + �B1)e2�tfor suitable onstants D7 and D8. It follows from (15) thatjx(t)j2 � (gD7 + g0jx(0)j2)e�2�t + gD8(�� + �B1)If n and d onverge to zero, then �B1 onverges to zero. We also haveg�� � D3��� + �B1 + �D1j�x(0)j2 + Æ1 �F Cj�x(0)j2 + C0��2� �1�r�r�Sine 0 < r < 1, for every given bound E on j�x(0)j and every � > 0 the quantity on the right-hand sidean be made smaller than � by hoosing �� suÆiently small, seleting C0; C; Æ1 in aordane with the aboveinequalities, and dereasing Æ1 further if needed. Moreover, sine B2 in (7) onverges to zero, it is not diÆultto verify that jep�(t)j is bounded by a quantity that onverges toÆ2r �F Cj�x(0)j2 + C0��2�as t ! 1. This an be made arbitrarily small by taking Æ2 suÆiently small. Thus limt!1 jy(t)j =limt!1 j(p� 0)x � ep� j will not exeed a presribed �y > 0 if the design parameter �� and the unmodeleddynamis bound Æ are small enough, whih proves the seond statement of the theorem.Referenes[1℄ B. D. O. Anderson, T. S. Brinsmead, F. De Bruyne, J. P. Hespanha, D. Liberzon, A. S. Morse, Multiplemodel adaptive ontrol, part 1: Finite ontroller overings, Int. J. Robust and Nonlinear Control, 2000,to appear.[2℄ B. D. O. Anderson, F. De Bruyne, On a nonlinear generalization of the �-gap metri, in Pro. 38th Conf.on Deision and Control, 1999, pp. 3851{3856.[3℄ B. D. O. Anderson, M. Gevers, Fundamental problems in adaptive ontrol, in Perspetives in Control :Theory and Appliations (D. Normand-Cyrot and Y. D. Landau, Eds.), Springer, 1998, pp. 9{21.[4℄ S. Fujii, J. Hespanha, A. S. Morse, Supervisory ontrol of families of noise suppressing ontrollers, inPro. 37th Conf. on Deision and Control, 1998, pp. 1641{1646.16
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